Prolonged Vaping & Cannabis usage results in a Non-ST-Segment Elevation Myocardial Infarction (NSTEMI) incident in a Teenager with anxiety disorder: A case report
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Abstract

The recreational use of nicotine vaping and cannabis among teenagers has become increasingly prevalent in recent years, raising concerns about potential health risks. This case report highlights the association between prolonged toxic habits and the occurrence of a rare but severe cardiac event known as Non-ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (NSTEMI) in a teenage individual. A comprehensive review of the patient’s medical history, including cannabis and nicotine consumption patterns and cardiovascular risk factors, was conducted. The findings indicate a strong temporal relationship between prolonged cannabis and nicotine vaping usage and the development of an NSTEMI incident in this teenager. The pathophysiological mechanisms underlying this association are discussed, including the impact of cannabis on cardiovascular function, its potential to induce arterial vasoconstriction, and its prothrombotic effects. Additionally, the role of coexisting risk factors, such as anxiety, is mentioned to elucidate their contribution to the development of NSTEMI. The implications of this case highlight the need for increased awareness among healthcare professionals, educators, and parents regarding the potential cardiovascular risks associated with prolonged cannabis usage in teenagers. Early identification of cannabis use and prompt intervention are crucial to prevent life-threatening cardiac events in susceptible individuals. Further research is warranted to explore the precise mechanisms linking cannabis use and NSTEMI incidents, enabling the development of targeted preventive strategies and evidence-based interventions to mitigate the potential harm caused by cannabis consumption in the adolescent population.
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1. Introduction

Cannabis, a widely used psychoactive substance, has gained increasing attention due to its potential health effects. While the limited medical and recreational use of cannabis continues to be a subject of debate, evidence linking cannabis consumption to cardiovascular complications is emerging. In recent years, the use of cannabis has become increasingly prevalent, with varying degrees of legality and social acceptance in different regions. As attitudes toward cannabis change, it is crucial to examine its potential health effects, especially in vulnerable populations such as teenagers. Mounting evidence suggests that cannabis use may be associated with cardiovascular complications, including...
myocardial infarction (MI). Although the majority of studies focus on adult populations, there is a growing concern about the impact of cannabis use on the cardiovascular health of adolescents [1]. On the other hand, vaping and electronic cigarettes have also demonstrated a concerning rise in cardiovascular events among young individuals [2].

Cannabis is derived from the Cannabis sativa plant and contains numerous chemical compounds, including tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and cannabidiol (CBD), which exert psychoactive and therapeutic effects. The prevalence of cannabis use has increased in recent years, with estimates suggesting that a significant percentage of adolescents experiment with or regularly consume cannabis [3]. Understanding the patterns of cannabis use, including frequency, duration, and modes of consumption, is vital for assessing its potential health risks. Emerging evidence suggests a link between cannabis use and cardiovascular complications. Several case reports and observational studies have reported associations between cannabis use and adverse cardiovascular events, including myocardial infarction, arrhythmias, and sudden cardiac death. However, the mechanisms underlying these associations are not yet fully understood, and further research is needed to elucidate the complex interplay between cannabis use and cardiovascular health [4].

A survey among adolescent groups revealed that about three-fourths of adolescents thought there was no significant harm in cannabis usage [1]. Furthermore, a longitudinal study showed that black youths use it more compared to whites [5]. Vaping of marijuana has gained recent popularity, especially among high school students. It was believed earlier that vaping was safer than smoking because of no carbon monoxide component from heating. It also produced increased blood THC level and psychoactive effect, but recent reports say it causes more damage to the lungs [6].

2. Case Presentation

We'll go over the case of a 17-year-old male who arrived at the Emergency Department (ED) with his parents at 3 am with excruciating chest pain, paleness of the skin, and excessive sweating. The pain started suddenly while he was sleeping, rated at the maximum intensity of 10/10 on the pain scale, nonradiated with a duration of about 15 minutes. He expressed that he had never felt similar pain before and hadn't taken any medications for it.

The past medical history includes a period of two years dealing with depression and anxiety for which he has been treated with sertraline 100mg and bupropion 150mg once daily. He denies past or current use of recreational drugs or toxic habits. Notably, there is a family history of hypertension in the mother and type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM2) in the father.

Upon physical examination, the patient was alert and oriented with an unusual lightness of the skin color, was diaphoretic while normothermic, and experienced nausea without vomiting. No murmurs, gallops, or rubs were present on auscultation, but his vital signs raised concern as evidenced by a blood pressure reading of 170/110mmHg, a heart rate of 103 bpm, and an oxygen saturation level of 92%. Prompt stabilization had been achieved with 0.9% saline solution and enantyum (dexketoprofen) administration, followed by an electrocardiogram (EKG) as indicated by the chest pain protocol. The EKG displayed ST segment depressions in leads II, III, and AVF, consistent with an acute NSTEMI (figure 1).

![EKG displayed ST segment depressions in leads II, III, and AVF](image.png)
Immediate intervention involved morphine administration as pain management wasn’t achieved with dexketoprofen, oxygen via simple face mask at 10 L/min, sublingual nitroglycerin, and aspirin, followed by transfer to the catheterization lab for revascularization by percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). However, coronary angiography showed no evidence of obstruction in either coronary artery or its branches, with both demonstrating unimpeded blood flow. Figure 2 displays the presented results.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2** Coronary Angiography Showing Normal Patency of Coronary Vessels

Despite the negative angiography results, the patient’s symptoms improved and was further admitted for an overnight observation. Within 24 hours of admission, in reassessment of the patient, vital signs and appearance are improved. He seems uneasy thinking that this episode can happen again and admits the use of daily electronic cigarettes, consuming an average of 100-140 puffs per day, and marijuana use in the form of 2 blunts (1 gram each) daily for the past year, previously consuming 1 blunt the day before the chest pain episode.

This additional evidence raises the possibility that the chest pain episode may have been related to a transient coronary vasospasm induced by combined nicotine and marijuana use. Cardiac enzyme levels taken upon admission results revealed data suggestive of myocardial injury (table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laboratory Study</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Normal Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Troponin-I</td>
<td>5.2 ng/mL</td>
<td>0-0.04 ng/mL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1** Laboratory value taken after 2 hours of symptoms onset

3. Discussion

The widespread legalization and changing societal attitudes towards cannabis have ignited a global dialogue about its potential impact on public health. As the landscape of cannabis use continues to evolve, so does our understanding of its effects on various organ systems, including the cardiovascular system. Among the growing concerns is the potential correlation between cannabis use and myocardial infarctions.
The term myocardial injury should be used when there is evidence of elevated cardiac troponin values (cTn) with at least 1 value above the 99th percentile in the upper reference limit. Criteria for myocardial infarction should be used when there’s evidence of acute myocardial injury, plus 1 of the following: symptoms of myocardial infarction, new ischemic ECG changes, development of pathological Q waves, imaging evidence of new loss of viable myocardium or wall motion abnormality and identification of a coronary thrombus by angiography [7]. Vasospasms can contribute to myocardial infarction due to their ability to cause the temporary constriction or narrowing of the coronary arteries. The coronary arteries are responsible for supplying oxygen and nutrients to the heart muscle. When a vasospasm occurs in one of these arteries, it can restrict blood flow to the heart, leading to a reduction in oxygen delivery. Up-sloping ST-segment depression in leads I and AVL with positive T waves is increasingly recognized as a sign of regional subendocardial ischemia associated with severe obstruction of the left anterior descending coronary artery [8]. Chest pain, which is often described as chest pressure, tightness, or a squeezing sensation, is the most frequent symptom in patients presenting with acute myocardial infarction [9]. It is worth highlighting that despite drug-induced AMI being not a common event, attention to smoking and drugs in teenagers and young adults will have major therapeutic and prognostic implications [10]. Myocardial infarction (MI) among young adults (<45 years) represents a considerable proportion of the total heart attack incidents, but in younger patients’ multiple cases of myocardial infarction have also been seen most of them being caused by the abuse of cannabis, which is the most frequently abused substance. It has been linked with incident MI independently of traditional cardiovascular risk factors, with the effect being more pronounced in younger patients [11]. Our case report presents a compelling instance of a patient who experienced a myocardial infarction, characterized by intense chest pain, accompanied by symptoms of nausea and paleness. The individual had a prior medical history of depression and anxiety, for which he received treatment with sertraline and bupropion. Notably, the ECG findings displayed ST segment depressions in leads II, III, and AVF, consistent with a right coronary ST myocardial infarction. The ECG is the most frequently used test in clinical cardiology. It is critical for evidence-based management of patients with most cardiovascular conditions, including patients with acute myocardial infarction [10,11].

Of particular interest in this case, the patient revealed his regular usage of electronic cigarettes. Additionally, he admitted to using cannabis twice daily for a duration of one year. Furthermore, confessing to naturally smoking cannabis on the very day the myocardial infarction occurred. Being this the most commonly used drug of abuse by adolescents in the world. The high prevalence of adolescents consuming cannabis generates a large number of young people who could develop depression and suicidality attributable to cannabis [12]. The composition of marijuana (THC-cannabinol ratio, terpenoids) can influence its therapeutic and cardiovascular adverse effects, with cannabis smoke being as harmful as tobacco smoke [13].

In a groundbreaking cohort study conducted by Justin Ley and his esteemed colleagues, a remarkable discovery came to light. The research focused on 10 case subjects who presented with chest pain, coupled with EKG evidence indicative of ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI), all of whom reported cannabis use. Remarkably, the mean age at presentation for these individuals was 40 years old, signifying a noteworthy finding - they were, on average, 10 years younger than the control group, which comprised individuals with no history of marijuana use [14]. A number of studies have attempted to characterize the hemodynamic effects of cannabis use as well as its potential negative impact on the cardiovascular system, but the data are inconclusive at this time [15].

Cannabis consumption has been shown to cause arrhythmia including ventricular tachycardia, and potentially sudden death, and to increase the risk of myocardial infarction (MI). These effects appear to be compounded by cigarette smoking and precipitated by excessive physical activity, especially during the first few hours of consumption. Cannabinoids, or the active compounds of cannabis, have been shown to have heterogeneous effects on central and peripheral circulation [16].

Once the patient is stabilized, medications are administered to reduce the workload on the heart, lower blood pressure, and prevent the formation of new clots. Additionally, therapies are implemented to manage other risk factors such as diabetes, hypertension, and high cholesterol. In contrast to oxygen, the use of morphine has a very pivotal rationale in myocardial infarction: to alleviate the chest pain that for some patients is totally unbearable [17]. Aspirin’s antithrombotic effects have a long-established place in the prevention of cardiovascular disease (CVD), and its traditional use as a core therapy for secondary prevention of CVD is well recognized [18].

Our case report highlights the potential relationship between cannabis consumption and early-onset myocardial infarctions, especially when combined with electronic cigarette use. Studies have suggested that cannabis consumption may increase the risk of cardiovascular events, including myocardial infarction. While the exact mechanisms are not fully understood, it is believed that cannabis can lead to hemodynamic changes, vasospasm, and pro-inflammatory effects, all of which may contribute to the development of heart attacks. Furthermore, emphasizing the significance of
early detection, appropriate medication administration, and swift response is paramount in preserving heart function and mitigating complications.

4. Conclusion

The findings discussed in the case show a relationship between combined cannabis and electronic cigarette use and the myocardial infarction episode in a young patient. Although the coronary angiography did not reveal significant obstructions in the coronary arteries, the patient exhibited typical symptoms of acute myocardial infarction, and cardiac enzyme levels confirmed myocardial damage. The subsequent admission by the patient regarding his regular use of electronic cigarettes and cannabis provided a crucial clue to the possible cause of the episode: transient coronary vasospasm induced by the combination of nicotine and cannabis. This highlights the importance of considering unconventional risk factors and the need to inquire about substance use in young patients with cardiac symptoms, especially when traditional risk factors are not evident.

A general recommendation to address this issue is to promote greater awareness among healthcare professionals and the public about the potential risks of cannabis and electronic cigarette use, especially in young individuals. Physicians should systematically inquire about substance use in patients and be alert to possible cardiovascular effects. Additionally, young individuals should be encouraged to refrain from using these substances or seek help to quit if they are already consuming them. Education about the potential risks and health consequences, especially in the cardiovascular context, can help prevent future cases of infarctions associated with cannabis and electronic cigarette use in the young population.
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